
What is a Targeted Outreach Campaign & Why You Should Consider It

There was a time that people came to the same Mass and sat with the same
people every week and parishioners and priests would notice if a couple was
missing or struggling. With the Family of Parishes model, rotating priests, and a
shift to more nomadic church-goers, it is now more difficult to notice who is
missing or new or struggling. 

At the beginning of Covid, many parishes took the opportunity to call
parishioners on the phone. Some of these calls were to relay information and
others were just to connect. As parishioners answered the calls, they were
astonished and appreciative that someone from the church was calling just to
say hello and not asking for anything.  People don't receive a lot of phone calls or
even mail that are just for connection.

For some people, the Covid shutdowns and turmoil we faced in 2020 and 2021
have kept them away from church. One of the things we've heard multiple times
from people who have stopped coming to church is the disappointment that no
one notices that they aren't there - or if they do notice, they don't do anything
about it.

A targeted outreach campaign could embrace the opportunity to connect with
people in an unexpected way. You could target people who you haven't seen in a
while, recent recipients of the sacraments, or others. Read on through this toolkit
to get some ideas about who you can target, what to say, and how to say it.
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What Is A Targeted Outreach Campaign & Why You Should Consider It
Step One: Set a Goal
Step Two: Make The List
Step Three: Decide on a Method
Step Four: Find the Person Power
Plus: Privacy Best Practices, Samples of Outreach Ideas, DDMS Reporting

What's Inside this Toolkit:



Step One: Set a Goal

Why are you doing an outreach campaign? By answering that question you will
be a big step closer to figuring out who you need to reach out to. It may be
helpful to refer to a short-term goal that your parish currently has. Could an
outreach campaign help you with that goal?
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 Possible Groups For Targeting Outreach
People who you haven't seen in a while 
Children who were baptized 4 years ago who are about to go to kindergarten
Young people who were confirmed a couple of years ago
Couples who were married in the last few years
Past Alpha participants
RCIA candidates around Easter celebrating their anniversary
Widows, widowers, or families at the holidays or anytime

Work Towards the Goal: Now that you have your goal, decide what
demographic you need to narrow down to become your target audience. 
Use a Tool: You have a lot of information at your disposal. Through DDMS, you
are able to run reports for specific groups or demographics to allow you to
compile the list of your target audience. 
Work as a Team: Whether you're starting with a report or from scratch, a lot
of good can come from your team sitting around a table and brainstorming
together. Start with a clean slate, lay out your goals, then brainstorm together
names for the list. If you have a DDMS report to work with, review it together
to see if there are some names you should remove or others you need to add.

Example: If you're planning a campaign to reach out to people you haven't
seen in a while, ask the team to think of people who may not be around.
Having a hard time starting? Think of people who were volunteers or
members of committees. Encourage people to look around at Mass to see
if there are people who used to sit somewhere and they aren't there
anymore. As a team, look through a DDMS report of people who were
donating financially a couple of years ago and are no longer giving. Does
that list spark any names? 

Step Two: Make the List

1.

2.

3.

a.
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Step Three: Decide on a Method

The best method for your outreach will depend on your goal, demographic,
budget, and person power. There are many options that all have pros and cons. 

4 Ideas to Reach Out

Phone Call Personal
2-way dialogue
Best for 50+

Time-consuming
Could be intimidating

Postcard with
Handwritten Note

Personal
Better for under 50
Kids love mail with their name

Time-consuming
Cost of printing & delivery
*Could be hand-delivered

Letter or Postcard -
No Handwriting

Less time consuming
Good for information sharing
ie. Advent & Christmas Schedule,
new children's program

Impersonal 
Cost of printing & delivery
*Could be hand-delivered

Email Quick
Inexpensive

Impersonal
May not be seen

Pros Cons

Text Messaging Good open rate
Great for teens-millennials
Semi-personal

Cost of texting system
May not have cell numbers
Short messages
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Phone/Writing Drive - Can you picture a telethon that airs on public
television? Imagine tables in a parish hall with volunteers calling out to a list
of people or handwriting notes to people. Not only could you reach a great
number of people in a short time, it would unite and ignite the people in the
room doing the work.
Farm It Out - Got some people who would love to volunteer, but need to do it
on their own schedule? Offer them a phone list or list of names to write notes
from their own home. 
Trickle Down - Instead of a big campaign that happens all at once, split it up.
Create the list and have people commit to making two (or one, or five)
contacts each week. Incorporate a manageable amount of outreach in your
regular work. 

Step Four: Find the Person Power

Personal outreach takes time and effort. This is where the disciples in your parish
come in! While it would be wonderful to have the parish staff reach out
personally, it likely doesn't fit into your schedule to have a big phone or note-
writing campaign in the middle of the rest of the work in your Family of Parishes.
Here are some ideas to find the person power to make an outreach campaign
happen.

1.

2.

3.
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Privacy Best Practices

Communicate to staff and volunteers that the personal information
can only be used for the intended purposes of checking in (or your
target purpose.) 
If using printed call or name lists for volunteers, collect them after
and discard.
If calling, keep a do-not-call list. If someone requests that we do not
call them anymore, make sure it is documented and respected in the
future.
All calls should begin with an introduction  like, "Hi, my name is
_____________ and I'm calling on behalf of (PARISH NAME)." (See
sample script.)
All callers should understand that they may only share personal
information given in the call with parish staff and campaign
organizers.

Reaching out means using contact information that you already have in
your records. When dealing with personal information, it's important to
be respectful. There are privacy laws in Canada like PIPEDA or
Telemarketing Regulations, however those only affect private
companies and commercial activity, they do not apply to non-profits like
churches. (We are still required to follow Anti-Spam Legislation for
emails.)

Here are a couple of things to keep in mind:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/privacy-topics/privacy-laws-in-canada/the-personal-information-protection-and-electronic-documents-act-pipeda/pipeda_brief/
https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/phone/telemarketing/reg.htm
https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/internet/anti.htm


Say a prayer for the person you're calling and ask the Holy Spirit to guide the
conversation.
You don't need to read from the script. Use it as a template.
The primary goal of the call is to listen and let the parishioner know that their
parish cares for them personally.
Sometimes a phone call can come at a bad time. If the parishioner seems
terse, ask if there is a better time to call back.
If the parishioner asks a question that you don't know the answer to, do not
guess or give your opinion. Let them know that you will find out and get back
to you.
You are not a counsellor. If the conversation turns toward counselling, let
them know that you are not the best person to talk with and encourage them
to reach out to the pastor. 
Finish any notes on the call before moving to the next call.
Be kind, loving, and encouraging. Let the Holy Spirit guide you.

If the parishioner has a current need, please communicate this to the parish
offices on the call sheet.

Sample Telephone Script - To People We Haven't Seen in a While

Before the Call:

During the Call:
Hello. My name is ____________________ and I'm calling on behalf of (PARISH
NAME). We're just reaching out to members of our community to check in.
There are some people who have not come back to Mass since the Covid
shutdowns which prompted us to intentionally reach out. So, I'm just calling to
touch base. How are you doing? 

Do you have any particular spiritual needs at this time? 
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If yes, you may pray in your own words or pray these words:
Heavenly Father, we thank and praise You for your love and mercy. Thank
you for being our refuge and strength. Please be near to ______ (name of
parishioner/family). Help him/her/them to know your peace and joy.
Please provide abundantly for al of his/her/their intentions, especially
_____________________ (mention the intention they shared.) Be will all of us
at ___________ (Parish name) and unite us in Your love. We ask all this
through Jesus Christ, Your Son. Amen.

Do you have any particular prayer requests? Could we take a moment to pray
together now?

Is there anything else you need, or would like the parish team to know to
continue to support you?

Thank you so much for talk. We're so happy you're part of this community and
we look forward to seeing you soon. 

Voicemail:
Hi _____________(Parishioner's Name), this is _______(Your name) calling on behalf
of _______ (Parish Name). I'm just calling to touch base. The last two years have
been difficult and we wanted to take the time to intentionally reach out to
members of our community. We hope you're doing well. I will try to call back or
you can give us a call at the office (555)555-1234. We are so happy you're part of
this community and we look forward to seeing you soon.
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Sample Postcards
These designs are available to use. If your parish uses Canva Pro, we can send you
a template link. If not, contact Chrisandra to personalize your designs. Vistaprint
is an easy place to get them printed.


